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Please help with your participation
Send in your best underwater photos

Is this what you are looking for???????

BIG WSB HAVE ARRIVED!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Is this the image you dream about when you’re hunting WSB????

I can’t miss from this range!!!!!!
Photo by; Skip Hellen

**** E-Send PHOTOS and STORIES to ****
skiphellen@earthlink.net
Photos are needed, underwater action photos of our favorite game fish and
unusual specimens are best. It takes tremendous hunting skill to properly
photograph our marine neighbors. A photo can last a lifetime for all to enjoy.
Please send some photos and stories to the address below.

Web Links of the month
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/links/
The above link is to the underwaterhunters.com/links page. I have added many
great new links for weather and information to make you water time more
productive. I will bed happy to add any good links you would like to share with the
rest of us. Just send them to me and I put them on the site.
Underwaterhunters.com address has changed from
underwaterhunters.com/homex.php to underwaterhunters.com. It is still under
heavy construction but steady progress is being made. I hope you enjoy the site and
look forward to your constructive input.

Disclaimer
This report is issued to help enhance the local underwater hunters experience and make your
water time more productive. I don’t publish this report to infringe on anyone’s privacy or
compromise favorite hunting spots. I attempt to disseminate fairly general information, which I
hope will help make your ocean experience more enjoyable.

OC Hunters Meeting
Dana Pt. 7:30 PM
Web site; http://www.ochunter.com/spearfishing/meeting.htm
I encourage you to attend the next OC Hunters meeting if you can. OC Hunters is dedicated to
sharing valuable information with members. OCH has some of the most experienced
underwater hunters in the world as guest speakers at the monthly meetings. For the meeting date
and directions left click under Club Meetings on the OC Hunters web site home page above.
OC Hunters web site has a new look; thanks to Steve Schur and all his hard work the web site
has a new look. I look forward to seeing you at the next meeting.

Catch of the Month

Congratulations!! 75’ Boat Landed by some knucklehead
Dive boat stolen from harbor runs aground near Vandenberg
On Wednesday, March 23rd at approximately 1:00am the Conception was stolen from its slip at
Sea Landing in the Santa Barbara Harbor. The perpetrator(s) broke into the wheelhouse and
managed to start the engines. As the Conception was being piloted through the harbor, it struck
three other vessels, sinking one of them. Hours later the Conception was found grounded on a
secluded beach near Point Arguello, about 50 miles north of its home port. Salvage efforts are
being coordinated and Truth Aquatics remains optimistic about the vessel’s chances of being
fully restored.

Brads Buddy

San Nicholas Close Encounter
This huge male Sea Lion decided to hangout with Brad
Rouge Sea Lion, By; Brad Moungeau
It was at San Nicolas Island, mid June ('04). I was toting around the trusty U/W camera in some
real lousy visibility, maybe 15ft. The bottom was about 30-35ft away and I'm swimming around
looking for some decent habitat. As you know, freediving is a tough go at night or in bad

visibility. I'm about 100yds form the skiff, on the opposite edge of a small kelp bed. It's just
after sunup and the sky is overcast, dark and drizzly.
It is tough to find good bottom structure in bad visibility, so I'm briskly moving up and down
the water column. While ascending from the bottom, I kept feeling this slight 'tick' on my fin,
but thought nothing of it and it didn't even occur to me look down. But for some reason on this
one ascent, I glanced down and much to my surprise there was a 500 hundred pound knot head
Sea Lion swimming up with me, inches below my fins! Big eyes staring directly at me...Little
did I know that this big guy had been following me around for a while.
I've swam with rogues many times in the past and they always swing in for a quick look then
move on. Not this big fellow! There was not even a hint of trepidation in his approach. He
stayed on my case for the next 20 minutes. Every dive he would either come straight up with
me from below, or come straight in from the distance. I could see the huge whites of his eyes as
he stared directly at me every time he approached. It was quite obvious that he could see
through the bad visibility better than I could, even with this prescription mask. Over time, it
became a little disconcerting knowing he was going to come right up to me. Several times I
would be looking where I thought he was, only to see him appear out of the visibility, already
starring straight at me and continuing his advance until we were face to face and close enough
to touch.
As I made my way back toward the skiff, I remember that dear old bait barge dog that was rag
dolled by a big rogue some years ago. I couldn't help but wonder how this encounter was going
to shape up.
I decided to do a couple of somersaults, knowing he would understand that as a playful gesture.
That seemed to break the tension though he continued to follow me most of the way back to the
skiff. To be honest, I was glad when he finally lost interest.
Later that morning I went up the back side and swam on the wreck, but the visibility was no
better so I decided to run out to the Cortes Bank and spent the next two nights out there. The
visibility was bad, but there were WSB everywhere! I swam with my trusty camera, but couldn't
manage a single decent picture the whole time. Between dives, I would stand on my deck and
every few minutes, I would see a small group of sea bass just glide by. I cursed the gill netter as
he wove his net directly through the thickest part of the kelp on the bank.
The next morning I made my way down that mountain and back to safe harbor yet one more
time. Three nights, no wind and another very memorable encounter with one of the seas
enormous animals.
Brad
(Loves the sea)

Report
WATER TEMPERATURES HAVE WARMED EARLY,
WHITE SEA BASS AND YELLOWTAIL HAVE
ARRIVED AND IT LOOKS LIKE WE HAVE A GOOD
GAME FISH SEASON UNDER WAY THIS YEAR
Welcome to the Underwater Hunters Report. The local waters have warm to around 59-62
degrees and rising. There have been a few very nice WSB landed already and two over 60 lbs.
There has been lots of wind lately and the trick is to slip in-between the weather cracks. The
local areas have been consistently dirty but a few good days of hunting has produced quality
fish. I personally saw a huge WSB last week that may have put my record into the archives. It’s
time for the big WSB to start showing up in force so don’t miss a chance to get a personal best.
Reports of early Yellowtail off Ensenada, Coronado, Catalina and San Clemente Islands so
things are right on track for a supper early big game fishing season. There has been some
Albacore showing already as close as 50 miles off Pt. Loma.
We are ready to have a banner early season if we can get some good weather along the way.
Keep you gear ready and don’t miss chance to get out while the big ones are in.

Lobster Season Closed Last Month
No more Lobster until October

WHERE ARE THE FISH?

The above chart appears on the web site below. This chart indicates where the fisherman are
having some success. This chart shows San Clemente Island with Catalina Island in the
middle, LA harbor at the top middle and the PV peninsula on the top left.
http://www.pacificedgetackle.com/fishreport.aspx

Water Temperature Report

Southern Coast water temperature
Local Coast, San Diego to Pt Fermine;
Water visibility has been poor to fair depending on the location with the temperature generally
running around 56-62 degrees as you can see from the image above.

Northern Coast water temperature
Channel Islands;
As you can see the water temperature is running from 55 at San Miguel Island to 59 degrees on
the back side of Santa Cruz Island. Notice the much colder water along the coast line.

Catalina / San Clemente Is. surface water temperature
Catalina Island;
Water visibility has been generally fair to good. Water temperature is up to 57-61 degrees in
some areas. Some small YT and WSB have been caught with a couple reported taken by spear
fisherman.

San Clemente Island;
Water visibility has been blue 40-80’. Few reports from here as there have been fish at Catalina.
The last reports had some YT off the west end. Water temperature is generally around 57-60
degrees with the warmest water around the east end of the Island.

Santa Barbara Island;
No reports from SBI lately but there is a group of hunters headed there this weekend. I bet there
are some YT at SBI, we shall see. Water temperature is running around 58 degrees. SBI usually
starts up in May.

San Nicholas Island;
This Island is still locked into winter water temperatures in the mid 50”s. No reports of game
fish. This island usually doesn’t support game fish until August to September.
Cortez/Tanner Bank;
Water temperature around 55-57 degrees. No reports yet.

General water temperature overview;
While the water was warming early this year it has not warmed much in the last month. In fact
the general water has dropped slightly over the last month.

Underwater Hunting Tips and Hints of the Month
The WSB are here so watch the weather for hunting opportunities. Remember the big
female WSB tend to show first in smaller numbers.
The WSB season is here and big fish are already in the bag. If your equipment is not ready get it
ready immediately.

Helpful Success Hints for this month
1.
2.
3.
4.

Monitor your network very closely things are changing daily.
Plot the best tides now so you know which days are the best for tides and currents.
You should have all your hunting equipment in tip top shape ready for action any day.
Watch local marine weather patterns to identify an early break in the spring weather pattern
for a chance to go hunting.
Remember the early bird usually gets the worm.

Tides / Currents
Remember half moons tend to be the best tides and generally produce less current. Look at the
following tide days / tables for favorable underwater hunting conditions;
The following tide days should produce relatively favorable currents for underwater hunters.

Good underwater hunting tides for the month are below

April 1st. – April 3rd.

April 14th. – April 17th.

April 29th. – May 1st.

All three tide cycles above fall on the first third and fifth weekends of the month. They all have
large changes from high to low during the night with a very large reversal before noon. The mid
morning and early afternoon hunt should be the best. Although there appears to be a trend in
this cycle total difference between the highest high and the lowest low is relatively small so the
volume of water and momentum should be low which should keep any strong currents in check.

Remember tides and water movement have a great deal to do with where the fish are likely to
be; this is especially true with WSB. So pay close attention to the tides when planning your
hunts. Incoming or high tides usually produce the clearest water and is the best time to hunt
when swimming from shore or a coastline. Planning your hunt to combine the high tide with
early morning or late afternoon can be a very effective strategy.
Take some time to review a tide wave chart or calendar. Record times when current was
favorable and what part of the tide cycle it was. After comparing actual conditions with tide
wave charts or prediction you will get a good feel of what tides produce what currents and
where.

Freshwater Spearfishing Tournament on the
Colorado River
By: Terry Lentz
Let me tell you about a Spearfishing Tournament you should dive. It's on the Colorado River,
about eleven miles below Hoover Dam at Willow Beach Arizona. You will be shooting Striped
Bass and Carp. The bass are dumb. The Carp are smart and it is not too much of a stretch to
compare shooting them with some of the more wily fish in Hawaii. Figuring out the technique
required to take them will make you a better ocean spearfisherman... guaranteed.
The Tournament will be held on Saturday, April 23 from 8:30 am to 1:30 pm. There will be
little or no current, twenty five to forty foot plus visibility, water in the low 60's, and ninety five
percent of the fish will be shot in twenty feet or less. It will take about forty to fifty Carp to win
the meet and they will average around three pounds each.
You can dive from the shore, use a Kayak or a boat, but the boats are limited to 90 hp motors.
There is no size or quantity limit on the Carp. The fee to enter the contest is $25.00 which
includes a Bar-B-Que lunch.
Diving next to 200 foot cliffs under a mirrored water surface approaching Carp milling about
the branches of submerged trees and trying to close on them is a technical challenge that will
push your spearfishing abilities to there limit.
Please contact me for further details if you wish to in dive this tournament at
tnjlentz@juno.com

*PRODUCTS OF THE MONTH*
New Ultimate Back Brace Weight-Belt
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I designed this weight-belt because wet-suits are getting thicker and require more weight to offset
the suits buoyancy. As I get older my back was less able to handle the long hours of hunting. With
standard weight-belts I was face with the decision, not dive any more or figure out how to resolve
the weight-belt related problem.
I remember my dad had a problem with his low back and he used a corset to support his back and
there by substantially diminishing the problem. I decided to develop a weight-belt around the
corset back brace concept. After years of trial and error the above product is now available to the
public. I have numbered many of the outstanding weight-belt feature above and explained them
below.
1. Heavy Duty Belt Buckle: This HD buckle is solid stainless steel and is built to last for the
most demanding hunters.
2. Double Dacron Ties: These ties are made of 250 lb. Dacron and doubled up for maximum
strength. Dacron double ties are between every pouch with two double ties on both ends of the
belt. The double Dacron ties have a protective coating to prolong durability.

3. Double Velcro Weight Pouches: I designed these extra heavy duty double overlap Velcro
pouches for a more secure weight pocket. The weight pouches will accommodate up to 8 lbs. of
solid or soft lead weights. The Ultimate weight-belt in the photo above has six pouches and can
accommodate up to 48 lbs. of weight.
4. Heavy Duty Brass Clip: An optional heavy duty brass clip is on either side or both sides
depending on the hunters’ preference. The brass clip is secured by a double tie 500 lbs. Dacron
cord for more strength.
5. Extra Heavy Duty Back Brace: The back brace is made of 3/16” two ply nylon reinforced
rubber like your car tires. This nylon reinforced rubber material is made for conveyer belts and
lasts for years under constant commercial factory use. I have used my belts for years now and
almost no ware has appeared anywhere on the back brace rubber.
6. Bungee Strap: Optional bungee utility float straps are designed to secure any utility float on
the back of the belt out of the way but within easy access when needed.
7. Heavy Duty D-Ring: A stainless steel D-Ring heavy duty brass clip is on either side or both
sides depending on the hunters’ preference. The brass clip is secured by a double tie 500 lbs.
Dacron cord for more strength.
8. Heavy Duty Belt Strap: A heavy duty belt strap is used to weave the belt and pouches
together.

Ultimate Back Brace #6 Pouch Weight Belt

With Float

Custom ID engraving
Custom name engraving is available for a nominal charge. This engraving will assure your custom
weight belt will never get into someone else’s equipment bag.

The ultimate back brace weight-belt is literally designed to last a
lifetime under the most demanding underwater hunting conditions.

Camouflaged/Colored Back Brace Weight Belts

Camouflaged Back Brace #6 Pouch WB
Lrg. HD D-Rings

Weight Pouches

Sml. HD D-Rings

Without Float

Bungee float straps

Lrg. Utility Float

With Float
Weight belts are made with quality durable materials for long ware and rugged use. The pouches
are made with two overlapping Velcro flaps for extra tight weight security. Each weight pouch will
accommodate 0-6 lb. soft or hard lead weights. The #5 pouch belt will carry up to 30 lb. of weight
and the #6 pouch belt will carry up to 36 lb.

Blue Water Camouflaged Back Brace #6 Pouch WB

Without Float

With Float
Log onto my new web site at;
http://www.underwaterhunters.com
Browse around and tell me what you think?

Again I encourage your participation in this report
***** Please send photos / stories *****
Underwater photos are especially nice
Last year was very successful in terms of having a great adventure with nature and the sea and
returning home safely. I hope you enjoyed the first year of the underwater hunters report. I hope
to make this second years report even better. Your suggestions are appreciated.

Happy Hunting
If you have any ideas or want to add anything to this report please contact me at 714-969-1681
or skiphellen@earthlink.net. I will keep your information as confidential as you wish.

Remember, the key is to be with the sea
Be safe, good luck and good hunting

Skip Hellen

